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Abstract The goal of this paper is the introduction of a cognitive approach to governance of the firm. There are a lot of
relationships th at tie the cognitive science to management and are founded on the role of the indiv idual in the process of
business management. Frequently, managerial decisions are taken using regular way of happening that are not fully rat ional
but that are the result of cognitive d istortions or emotional factors (positive or negative) which may push manager to make
systematic errors. Starting fro m the cognitive distortion derived fro m the behavioral finance this paper describes some
emotional factors, derived fro m the study of psychology literature, that can influence an ind ividual during its decision making
process. In this sense, we have identified the most co mmon bias that can shove individuals, and therefo re the manager, to take
decisions influenced by cognitive distortions or emotional factors. At the end, after the introduction of a role of cognitive
distortions in governance of the firm, we introduced a cognitive approach, with the objective of increasing the degree of
knowledge of the effectiveness of its actions.
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1. Introduction
Emp irical ev idences prove that the irrationality, peculiar
to each individual, represents a key trait o f hu man action
and, in particu lar, of the decision making process[1],[2],
[3],[4].
Much more often than you might imag ine, managerial
decisions are made using behavioural patterns that are not
fully rational but are the result of cognitive distortions,
which may push managers to make systematic mistakes[5],
[6].
Irrat ionality and the consequences of these distorted
behaviours, with referrals to enterprise management, are not
explained by expected utility theory and, in the financial
field, are usually considered as anomalies[7].
However, these phenomena towards which the scientific
community shows more and more interest, are studied by
behavioural finance[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13], and based on
the interact ions among cognitive sciences and decision
making models. Even if d ifferent definit ions of behavioural
finance exist in literature, there is significant agreement
bet ween them. In part icu lar, for Lintn er, behav ioural
finance is “the study of how humans interpret and act on
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informat ion to make informed investment decisions”[8].
Olsen asserts that “behavioural finance does not try to
define rat ional behaviour or label decision making as biased
or faulty; it seeks to understand and predict systematic
financial market implications of psychological decision
processes”[9].
Assuming that the explicit behavior is the only
scientifically analysis frequently done by psychology,
behavioral finance took inspiration and demonstrated how
emotional factors can influence the investment decisions of
individuals[5],[6]; they do not always behave rationally, as
postulated by the theory of efficient markets, but rather in
breach of the classical theory of expected utility and
straining to follow a prospect theory that assumes that
individuals seek to obtain the best for itself. The prospect
theory divides two phases in the choice process: an early
phase of editing, wh ich consists of a preliminary analysis of
the offered prospects, and a subsequent phase of evaluation,
where the prospect of highest value is chosen[6].
According to behavioural finance and prospect theory,
individuals would be characterized by cognitive distortions,
such as biases, heuristics and framing effects, in all phases
that characterize their decision making process[3]. Fo r this
assumption, emotional factors and cognitive distortions that
characterize an indiv idual can be applied to governance of
the firm.
The use of a cognitive and systemic approach to the study
of management[14] and governance of the firm represents a
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new interpretative key of the evidence emerged from the
research, absolutely innovative and recommended for future
developments on the subject.

2. Individuals and Cognitive Distortions
A lot of classical economists have investigated the
relationships between economic and cognitive sciences. For
example, Smith, Marshall, Pigou, Fischer and Keynes
studied the psychological foundations of preferences and
beliefs[15].
Starting fro m these considerations, two scientific
contributions can be considered, in a context focalized on
modeling the complete rationality for economic agents, as
the main theoretical premises to behavioral finance. These
are the works by Kahneman and Tversky[5],[6], respectively
about heuristics and preferences and the so called prospect
theory, a new alternative theory to that of expected utility,
theoretical basis for the study of human decisions, developed
in the ‘40s by John Von Neu mann and Oskar Morgentern.
The expected utility theory assumed the presence of
optimizing behavior and rational decision-making, but it d id
not consider some important variables involved in the
decision process such as, for instance, the evaluation of
alternative choices, related to the complexity of the task, and
the limits of individual’s cognitive resources[16]. However,
the axio ms on which the theory is based do not find emp irical
evidence[17].
Starting fro m this observation, the prospect theory adopts
an inductive-descriptive approach: the aim is to integrate the
expected utility theory and provide a more accurate
representation of decision-making behaviors[6]. Kahneman
and Tversky’s works are soon followed by those by Richard
Thaler[18].
The use of pre-established theoretical models based on full
rationality should lead managers in decision-making process
and should provide a perception of the risk of non-survival.
In reality, managers or ind ividuals, in general, use behavioral
models which are not fully rational, subject to emotional
factors that can have a greater or lesser influence on
corporate governance and on decision-making process[4],
[19].
Therefore, a set of predetermined models may be
insufficient, or somet imes inadequate, to investigate the
structured decision-making process[2].
It’s necessary to introduce a cognitive approach, which
allo ws considering also the existence of emotional factors
that characterize the individual and, consequently, the
management, in order to increase the knowledge of the
entrepreneurial decision-making process[20].
According to the theoretical framework of cognitive
science[21], the cognitive distortions taking part in human
behavior are divided into three categories[22],[10]:
- Heuristics.
- Biases.
- Framing effects.
The heuristics are a quick way to think, decide and

evaluate, by means of which individuals can solve problems,
give judgments, and take decisions when facing complex
situations or incomp lete information.
The justificat ion for their existence is founded on the
assertion for which the human cognitive system is based on
limited resources and, not being able to solve problems
through pure algorith mic processes, uses heuristics as
efficient strategies for simplify ing decisions and problems
[22],[23],[24].
When the number and the regularity of informat ion
increase, the brain tries to find some “shortcuts”, allowing
reducing the elaboration time, in order to take a decision
anyway. These shortcuts are defined heuristics (or ru les of
thumb). They allow managing in a fast and selective way the
informat ion but they could bring to wrong or exceptionally
simp lified conclusions[25],[26].
The main heuristics behaviors that can bring on errors in
decision-making process are:
- Heuristic Representativeness.
- Heuristic Availability.
- Heuristic Anchoring.
- Heuristic Affect.
The heuristic representativeness refers to the tendency of
economic agents to make p redictions, judgments and their
choices on the basis of rules that use similarities or
stereotypes[5].
The heuristic availability, represents a type of behavior
potentially source of errors. It is summarized in the tendency,
on the part of some individuals, to use the information that is
more easily available than other which is to a lesser extent.
Individuals tend to assign a probability to an event, based on
the quantity and on the ease with which they remember the
event happened in the past[27]. Therefore, they try to
remember, or mentally generate, cases that are able to give
them the favorable indications[28].
This heuristic represents a behavior determined by the
inadequacy of individuals to adapt to changes.
It’s referred to the attitude of the individuals to stay
anchored, when they have to face to an uncertain situation
and decide, to a reference value, without properly updating
their estimates[22].
It’s at the bases of conservative attitudes often adopted by
economic agents[24].
This heuristic represents the behavior of the individual
who believes in h is own capabilit ies and operates according
to his intuition and instinct.
Many individuals set up their choices and decisions on the
basis of what, fro m an emotional point of view, make them
feel better[29]. In this regard, a very important part of
people's behavior is linked to the emotional aspect. By
following emotions and instincts, sometimes more than
logically reasoning, some individuals could decide to
perform a decision in a risky situation, while not to perform it
in other, apparently safer, ones[24].
Bias could be considered a systematic error and represents
a form o f d istortion caused by the prejudice against a point of
view or an ideology. The most common biases that can bring
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on errors in decision-making process are:
- Overconfidence.
- Excessive Optimism.
- Confirmation Bias.
- Control Illusion.
Overconfidence, that seems to be a natural feature of
human behavior, and excessive optimis m are part of a wider
state of mind in which the individual, in a given context,
tends to overestimate his abilities and skills, which can
determine irrat ional behaviors[8],[30],[31].
A mental process which consists in giving the most
importance, among the informat ion received, to those
reflecting and confirming the personal believes and, vice
versa, in ignoring or debiasing those negating inner
convictions is called confirmation bias. This process could
even lead an individual or a co mmun ity to deny the
obvious[32].
In psychology we talk about perception or impression of
controllability (illusion of control) in order to ind icate the
subjective feeling by an individual to have an influence on
events. In this sense, some indiv iduals believe that their
personal involvement can influence the outcome of an event,
which leads them to create an expectation of success often
higher than the objective one[33].
The framing effects are derived fro m the prospect theory,
whose aim is to explain how and why the choices are
systematically different fro m those predicted by the standard
decision theory.
Its theoretical foundation can be interpreted as a synthetic
representation of the most significant anomalies found in
decisional processes under uncertainty.
The analysis carried on by Kahneman and Tversky[6]
highlights some behaviors seen as violations to the expected
utility that they have defined “framing effects”.
The main framing effects are aversion to loss and aversion
to certain loss that lead individuals to prefer safer operations,
with a low degree o f risk, even if with a lo wer value than
others whose degree of risk is higher[34].

3. Individuals and Emotional Factors
A key role in decision-making processes of individuals is
played by emotions that can have an influence on collective
behavior. Despite the existence of a wide literature that
highlights the effect of emot ional factors on decision-making
process and, in particular, on the economic decisions[29], we
didn’t reach a universally shared classificat ion of these
factors[35]. Despite the nu mber of scientific defin itions
proposed has grown to the point where counting seems quite
without hope[36], a significant contribution in this way came
fro m the field of psychology, when, at the beginning of the
twentieth century, the psychologist John Watson[37], set out
his thesis according to which each individual, when face up
to a decision-making process, assumes a certain behavior
that is affected by emotional factors.
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Emot ions can be defined as mental and physiological
states, associated with internal or external inducements
which, in their turn, may be natural or learned[38],[39],[40],
[41],[42],[43],[44],[45].
Table 1. Main emotions in literature
Acceptance

Plutchik (1980).
Arnold (1960). Ekman et al. (1982). Izard (1977).
Anger
McDougall (1926). Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987).
Shaver et al. (1987). Storm and Storm (1987).
Anticipation Plutchik (1980).
Storm and Storm (1987). Oatley and Johnson-Laird
Anxiety
(1987)
Aversion
Arnold (1960).
Contempt
Izard (1977).
Contentment Storm and Storm (1987).
Courage
Arnold (1960).
Dejection
Arnold (1960).
Desire
Arnold (1960). Frijda (1986).
Despair
Arnold (1960).
Plutchik (1980). Ekman et al. (1982). Izard (1971).
Disgust
McDougall (1926). Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987).
Storm and Storm (1987).
Distress
Izard (1977).
Elation
McDougall (1926).
Expectancy Panksepp (1982).
Plutchik (1980). Arnold (1960). Ekman et al. (1982).
Fear
Izard (1977). McDougall (1926). Shaver et al. (1987).
Panksepp (1982). Watson (1930).
Grief
James (1884).
Guilt
Izard (1977).
Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987). Storm and Storm
Happiness
(1987). Frijda (1986). Weiner and Graham (1984).
Hate
Arnold (1960).
Hope
Arnold (1960).
Hostility
Storm and Storm (1987).
Interest
Izard (1977). Frijda (1986).
Plutchik (1980). Ekman et al. (1982). Gray (1982).
Joy
Shaver et al. (1987). Izard (1977).
Liking
Storm and Storm (1987).
Arnold (1960). Shaver et al. (1987). Storm and Storm
Love
(1987). James (1884). Watson (1930).
Pain
Storm and Storm (1987). Mowrer (1960).
Panic
Panksepp (1982).
Pleasure
Mowrer (1960).
Pride
Storm and Storm (1987).
Gray (1982). Panksepp (1982). James (1884). Watson
Rage
(1930).
Plutchik (1980). Arnold (1960). Ekman et al.(1982).
Sadness
Oatley and Johnson-Laird (1987). Shaver et al. (1987).
Storm and Storm (1987). Weiner and Graham (1984).
Shame
Izard (1977). Storm and Storm (1987).
Sorrow
Frijda (1986).
Subjection McDougal (1926).
Plutchik (1980). Ekman et al. (1982). Izard (1977).
Surprise
Frijda (1986).
Tender
McDougal (1926).
Wonder
Frijda (1986). McDougall (1926).
Source: adapted from Ortony and Turner[47] and Laros and Steenkamp[48]
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Alternatively, in the framework of the component process
model, emot ion is defined as an episode of interrelated,
synchronized changes in the states of all or most of the five
organismic subsystems in response to the evaluation of an
external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major
concerns of the organism[46],[57].
Starting fro m the studies of Ortony & Turner[47] and
Laros & Steenkamp[48], we have su mmarized a survey of
the emotions (positive or negative) found in the literature
(table 1).
The research carried out in the field of psychopathology
and social psychology has shown a pervasiveness of the
emotional influence both in the evaluation of the options of
choice and in the construction of a specific behavior and how
individuals can be induced, by an excess of emotionalis m, to
adopt wrong strategies[48].
Indeed, according to this perspective would be just the
emotional factors behind the cognitive distortions previously
examined, such as bias and the effects of framing.
However, emotions would not be seen as a mere
disturbance of cognitive functioning.
The empirical ev idences show how emotions can be a
valuable support of an efficient cognitive process, as they
give an important signal about what individuals like and
what they do not like[50]. The emot ional factor, furthermore,
would contribute and would enhance the rational of
adaptiveness to the environment.
Emot ion takes account of environmental variab ility and
allo ws individuals to respond in a flexible and a quick
way[51],[52]. In this sense it can be co mpared to a heuristic
strategy of judgment.

4. The Role of Cognitive Distortions and
Emotional Factors in Governance of
the Firm
The emp irical evidences show that in reality indiv iduals,
in general, and manager, in particular, use behavioral models
that are not fully rational, subjected to cognitive biases and
emotional factors, that may have a more or less marked
influence on the decision-making process and, mo re
generally, on governance of the firm[53],[28]. We start our
analysis from considering the effects of psychological biases
on corporate decisions.
The main cognitive distortions that affect the management
have been contextualized within the analysis of the
Behavioral Governance of the firm, which analy zed the
negative effects that the lack of understanding and regulation
of cognitive distortions may cause into enterprise system,
taking into account the behavioral circu mstances that lead to
value destruction and to a loss of competitive advantage[20].
Among the psychological phenomena that influence the
decision-making process of the individual, systematized by
behavioral finance, those who mainly appear to have an
impact on the process of governance are those summarized
in the following table (table 2).

Table 2. Examples of psychological phenomena that can influence the
decision-making process of managers
Many managers tend to build assumptions
according to beliefs acquired previously, on
Heuristic
Representativeness the basis of past experience, which, at the time,
were found effective.
Many managers stay anchored, when they
Heuristic
have to face to an uncertain situation and
Anchoring
decide, to a reference value, without properly
updating their estimates.
It's the tendency, that, the management shows,
Heuristic Affect
to manage and govern the firm basing their
decision on instinct or intuition.
Many managers base their decisions on the
most recent information; therefore more easily
Heuristic
traceable than those more distant, their
Availability
estimates will be distorted by incorrect use of
the data.
Sometimes, who governs the company focuses
Excessive
on limited data, most of the time on the
Optimism
favorable one, underestimating the probability
of occurrence of opposed results.
Many managers develop a natural tendency to
continue what has been done in the past,
ignoring signals of change, and coming from
Overconfidence
the external environment. This is due to the
fact that they have an excessive confidence in
their capability.
Many managers think to have an influence on
Control Illusion
the events or to be able to determine the results.
Many managers are led, within their
decision-making processes, to make choices
Loss Aversion
less risky to protect themselves, getting a lower
value creation for the company.

Psychological phenomena referred above can have critical
consequences for the firm and for its survival.
The main consequences can be summarized as follows:
● value loss;
● erosion of competit ive advantages;
● loss of market share and lower profits;
● unwillingness to innovation;
● slow response to competitive changes;
● incorrect risk valuation (underestimated risk);
● increased risk o f non-survival;
● wrong identificat ion of priorit ies.
On a practice level, the effects of psychological
phenomena are common ly found in many business cases.
For example, Katsuaki Watanabe, CEO of Toyota, during
his management, fro m 2005 to 2008, led the business
towards too large and expensive models. In a t ime of crisis
this kind of strategic choices are wrong, because are driven
by erroneous behaviors focusing mainly to short-term
(overconfidence). Leo
Apotheker, ex CEO of
Hewlett-Packard, during h is assignment of 11 months (2011)
has lost nearly 50% of the value of co mpany’s share, due in
part to a his lo w propensity and ability to understand the
future (confirmation bias). Finally, the former CEO of Air
France, Pierre-Henri Gourgeon, during his assignment
underestimated the competition, overestimating his ability to
control events (control illusion). This behavior produced
losses for the French company.
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The most recent literature in the field of psychopathology
and social psychology presents a new interpretative key
about the relationship between emotions and decisions, with
specific reference to economic and managerial choices[49],
[54].
What emerges fro m these contributions is that there is a
complex dynamic between emotion and decision and that the
individual is very far fro m the ideal of homo economicus.
Emot ions, however, wou ld not be seen as mere
disturbance of cognitive functioning. Indeed, nu merous
emp irical evidences show how emotions can be a valuable
support of a cognitive process efficient. Therefore, it is not
possible to conclude unequivocally that rational decisions
are the best and that, conversely, the emotional decisions are
relate to behavioral errors[50].
Fro m this perspective it is possible to challenge the
traditional findings of behavioral finance, project ing the
analysis of the relationship between emotional factors and
management decisions in the context of a cognitive approach
to firm’s governance.

5. Conclusions
The cognitive approach has as its main aim, the
interpretation of the firm’s evolutionary dynamics, through
the analysis of the individual and emotional factors that
characterize the decision-making process.
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The systemic approach, wh ich considers firm as a vital
system that interacts with its over and under reference
systems[55], is interested in studying its evolutionary
dynamics by analyzing relat ions of consonance and
resonance between the government body (management) and
the environment, highlighting the importance of the
management role that, on the basis of its skills, expertise and
past experience, must be deduced from the constantly
changing environment, the relat ional ru les and opportunities
which are supplied fro m the outside[56].
Therefore, it follows that the government body is the core
of the decision making process. In theory, the use of
pre-established models based on full rationality should direct
managers throughout the decision-making process.
In reality, managers use behavioral models that are not
fully rational, subject to emotional factors that can have a
greater or lesser degree on firm’s governance and on
decision-making process.
There is a comp lex dynamic between emotion and
decision that highlights an influence of emotional factors
both in the evaluation of the options of choice, and in the
creation of a determined behavior[49].
The cognitive approach is interested into investigating the
relationship between emotions and strategic decisions that
refer typically to decision-making processes and to the
effectiveness of the governance of the firm (Figure 1).

EMOTIONAL FACTORS

COGNITIVE DIS TORSIONS

(positive or negative)

(heuristics,biases,fra ming effects)

MANAGEMENT
Governance of the firms

DECISION MAKING PROCESS

DECISION MAKING PROCESS

INDIVIDUAL

INDIVIDUAL

COGNITIVE AP P ROACH

Figure 1. A cognitive approach to governance of the firms
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The basic assumption of this approach, derived by
emp irical evidence, is that we cannot assume that rational
decisions are the best ones and, conversely, emot ional
decisions are referable to behavioral erro rs.
Emot ional factors could help and enhance the process of
adaptation to the environment: emotions take into account
the environmental variab ility and respond in flexible and
rapid way[51],[52].
This view represents an advancement of the trad itional
findings of behavioral finance.
A cognitive approach to governance of the firm (also for
the family firms[71]) takes form of:
● an interpretative key to understand firm’s evolutionary
dynamics and the effectiveness of government action;
● a tool to identifying a mechanis m of learn ing
(reinforcement learning) to reduce behavioral errors;
● an aid to management for the activation of a debiasing
process;
● a support to management in the development of
emotional intelligence.
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